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• Although sociolinguistic approach was introduced to public education many
years ago, the language view of public education in Hungary is still definitely
prescriptive in everyday practice (Jánk, 2019; Németh, 2020; Parapatics, 2020)

Motivation

• Standard Hungarian is not added to one’s dialect but regarded as ”the”
correct, prestigious variety (Kiss, 2001; Kontra, 2003)

• Dialect forms are usually corrected without any further explanation

• It increases negative attitudes towards regional dialects, which can
be seen as stigmatized, „bad” language use (Kontra, 2006; Berente
et al., 2016; Parapatics 2020)

• Most members of the Hungarian speech community do not have a
confident knowledge about their mother tongue, and they usually
fall back on a prescriptive viewpoint



Aims and hypotheses

1) Not every speaker is aware of the regional features of his/her language
use, many of them consider the speech style of their village equal to
the standard variety.

2) They can perceive and even judge regionalisms that differ from their
speech style.

3) Whatever they know about standard and regional varieties of
Hungarian most of them like their own speech style.



Aims and hypotheses
4) Most respondents have already had negative experiences due to the

regionalisms of their speech, and (those who can percept their own
features) try to avoid them in formal situations.

5) They associate dialect speech with the older members of the
community therefore they prognosticate the death of dialects.

6) Some would regret it because a special kind of knowledge could be
preserved by dialect words, while others would not regret it due to
their stereotypes (dialect use = lower level of education).



• Archive of the New General Atlas of Hungarian
• 2007–2012: Geolinguistic Research Group

ELTE & HAS

• Dialect questionnaire:
• 220 questions from the General Atlas of Hungarian (1968–1977)
• phonetic, syntactic dialect features and dialect word stock

• Sociolinguistic questionnaire:
• 48 new questions on language attitude and awareness, judgement, etc.

• Plans: 100 inland + 86 transborder Hungarian data collecting sites,
10-10 dialect interviews and 5-5 sociolinguistic interviews

Data





• 2020–2023: inland sociolinguistic interviews of the NGAH project
individual, HAS & National Research, Dev., and Innov. Fund

~ 80 data collection sites
~ 600 participants (independent factors: age, gender, ed., settl.)

Analysis of sociolinguistic questionnaires

• In your opinion, is any dialect
spoken in this village? 

• Is Hungarian spoken here more 
beautiful than in other villages or
towns? 

• Have you ever been taunted
because of your dialect speech?

• Do you think dialect speech stays
alive here in the future? 

• Would you regret its disappearance? 
• Are there any differences between

the language use of older and 
younger speakers here?, etc. 



• 30 data collection sites
• 251 sociolinguistic interviews

2020–2021: Western Hungary



• 29 data collection sites
• 223 sociolinguistic interviews

(So far, youngest: 25, oldest: 96 years old)

2021–2022: Middle Hungary





Some preliminary results
• Most speakers of the examined region are not aware of their dialect

background but they can perceive differences in language use. Besides,
they have never ashamed their dialect background (with a few
exceptions).
• In fact, most of them would regret the extinction of the speech style of

their village (dialect = extra knowledge and local identity).
• They are relatively conscious about their own perception of other dialects

reminding themselves of the subjectivity of the question and interpreting
language variability as a natural concomitant of every natural language.
• The level of dialect awareness is independent from the level of education:

definitely opposite opinions can be collected from subjects both with
elementary and university degrees even within the same village.



Some conclusions
• The participants are uncertain in many topics of

language use. Most of them attended lower levels of
education, and learned nothing about linguistic
diversity and tolerance in their school years.

• Still, the language attitude of a convincing part can
become an example for present-day youngsters
and well-educated adults.

• To learn this attitude of being proud of one’s own
dialect and being tolerant with others is one of the
main purposes of public education in Hungary
nowadays.



Some conclusions

• The analysis of the archive raises
further questions on the
effectiveness of Hungarian mother
tongue education regarding
metalinguistic awareness and
linguistic tolerance.

• Besides a more tolerant behaviour,
an additive approach can result in
further cognitive advantages of
bidialectism (cf. e.g., Hazen 2001;
Kirk et al., 2014, Vangsnes et al.,
2017; Antoniou et al., 2018).



• 19 data collection sites
• 141 sociolinguistic interviews

• Further plans (depending on further grants): 
• Digital, open access database of the answers to the

sociolinguistic questionnaire

• Searchable by survey-questions, regions, data collection sites, 
participants and their independent factors, etc. 

Outlook: 2022–2023: Eastern Hungary, then…
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